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Preface
This has been a very meaningful year for us. The Establishment of the
International Information and Networking Centre for Intangible Cultural
Heritage in the Asia-Pacific Region (category 2) in Korea was approved by the
UNESCO General Conference at its 35th session followed by an agreement
concluded between the Government of the Republic of Korea and UNESCO signed
in November.
As a designing step for the future activities of this centre, ICHCAP initiated the
2009 Field Survey of the Intangible Cultural Heritage Safeguarding Efforts in the
Asia-Pacific Region.
This year, ICHCAP worked in collaboration with institutions in the six countries
of Cambodia, Fiji, Mongolia, Thailand, Uzbekistan, and Vietnam to carry out the
field surveys. The purpose of the field survey was to obtain a grasp on the current
situation of ICH safeguarding, along with specific details on each country’s efforts
in inventory making and relevant policies, laws, organisations, etc. The centre
will continue this project for the next several years to cover all of the countries
within the Asia-Pacific region.
As the centre will serve Asia-Pacific Member States as an information and
networking centre for the safeguarding of ICH, the report will be a resource that
will help determine particular needs and provide direction for new cooperative
projects for the safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage. It will also be used as
a resource for states within the region to strengthen the understanding of the
intangible cultural heritage of the other countries in the region.
Lastly, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the institutions and
researchers who actively cooperated with ICHCAP on the field survey project.

Seong-Yong Park
Executive Director
Intangible Cultural Heritage Centre for Asia and the Pacific
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Introduction

Asia and the Pacific region is a rich area with various intangible cultural heritage.
Intangible cultural heritage has been handed down from generation to
generation and has contributed to the development of cultural diversity and the
creativity of humanity. Intangible cultural heritage for social development is well
recognized as it represents the evolvement of historical traditions and the
cultural identity of a society embodied in creative expression.
Over time, the form and substance has become vulnerable to deterioration. In
particular, rapid social change and globalization have made this situation even
more pressing. Fortunately, there has more recently been an increase in global
awareness in relation to the value of intangible cultural heritage and its
safeguarding.
In this regard, ICHCAP has created a survey study plan to collect all the necessary
information related to current safeguarding systems for intangible cultural
heritage in the region. ICHCAP has been preparing this survey project since 2008,
and 2009 is the first year for the project implementation.
ICHCAP has collected related data from reports, workshop books, meeting
resolutions, and internet databases, etc. While the information is valuable, in
many cases, the data is not accurate, nor up to date. This is the reason why
ICHCAP prepared a new survey to accumulate more current relevant data.
The field survey was carried out with respected researchers in each country. For
this project, ICHCAP developed a questionnaire to guide the research teams
conducting the field surveys in each country. The questionnaire encompassed
topics of safeguarding systems & policy; intangible cultural heritage inventory;
information regarding relevant conferences, symposiums and workshops;
national and local pending issues and urgent needs within the field of intangible
cultural heritage safeguarding.
Lastly, the information and data will be open for the public benefit and ICHCAP
will share necessary data with other Members States to support implementation
of the most effective and appropriate practices for the safeguarding of intangible
cultural heritage. We expect the project will assist in strengthening regional
capacity and solidarity as well as international cooperation for the safeguarding
of ICH in the region.
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I. Safeguarding System & Policy

We have no specific national level law regarding for safeguarding of
intangible cultural heritage. But we have the law on preservation and
conservation the Cultural heritage adopted in 1996.
Regarding to the Intangible, as you know we had prepared last year legal
paper on Living Human Treasures, that supported by Korean-Fund in True
through UNESCO Phnom Penh. Now this paper we call SUBDECREE is
submitting to our government for getting adoption.

1. National Law/Act
point 3. the General Department of Cultural Technique (Ministry of Culture
and Fine Arts) is responsible on ICH in Cambodia.

A. Constitution of Cambodia
It was adopted in September 1993, and particular attention was given in this
constitution to the safeguarding of cultural heritage.

B. The Royal Government of Cambodia
It has established laws, sub-decree and directives on Safeguarding,
Prevention of Intangible Cultural Heritage as the following:
1) Law on Copyright and Related Rights was adopted by the National
Assembly in April 2003.
2) A Sub-decree dated on 04 September 2002 of the Ministry of Culture
and Fine Arts on Management of Cinema and Video.
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3) A Sub-decree is now being proposed by the Ministry of Culture and
Fine Arts on National Living Human Treasures System with support
from UNESCO, Phnom Penh. It will get its official title as the SubDecree enters into force.
4) A Sub-decree is now being proposed by the Ministry of Culture and Fine
Arts on Management of Artwork and the Exploitation of Production of
Fine Arts and Handicrafts, Phnom Penh. It will get its official title as the
Sub-Decree enters into force.
5) A Directive No.60 dated 18 March 2003, the Ministry of Culture and
Fine Arts declared the urgently to stop on the illegal activities of
Copyright and Related Rights.

C. Incentives and Awards
The Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts in Cambodia has a policy of providing
incentives to local people, individuals and artists to promote and support
cultural heritage. National Artists Awards are presented annually on
National Cultural Day. National Artists are the creators of artworks that have
contributed significantly in helping the protection and preservation of
Khmer identity, especially in raising awareness amongst the international
community of Cambodia as a country, which abounds in valuable artistic and
cultural heritage.
By Sub-Decree of the Royal Government of Cambodia, dated 19 January 1999,
the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts declared 3 April each year as the
National Cultural Day. But by Sub-Decree of the Royal Government of
Cambodia, dated 24 January 2006, the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts
declared 3 March each year as the National Cultural Day. To sponsor this
initiative, the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts receives a budget directly
only from the Cambodian government.
The aim of the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts in celebrating National
Cultural Day is to enhance the protection and preservation of cultural
properties through enhancing the Khmer people’s understanding. To realize
this, a long-term project of sensitizing and educating local people has been
launched. The National Cultural Day celebrations have been in effect since
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1999. Since 2000 each has been dedicated to a particular theme with
brochures produced and circulated.
With regards to the theme of the Eleventh National Cultural Day (2009) was
‘Cultural Heritage and Development of National Economy’.
The National Cultural Day celebrations related to many themes of tangible
and intangible with the following objectives:
1) Continue implementation of the task of protection of national heritage,
with the aim of enhancing cultural activities, which could contribute to
poverty alleviation.
2) Set up a concrete mechanism to protect and develop the cultural sector
in terms of two potentials: (1) new approaches to education, and (2) the
promotion of new creations, which showcase national characteristics
and progress.
3) Raise popular awareness of cultural initiatives and services which have
contributed to social development and which provide work to help
alleviate poverty.
4) Educate the population so that they stand up and work together to
unanimously and urgently protect national culture for posterity.
5) Maintain national characteristics and identity, support progress,
encourage peace and non-violence, and preserve the daily life of the
Khmers in conditions which will avoid disaster for future generations.
6) Khmer is producer of many new goods, and has the capacity of writing
of new books, CD, films and souvenirs for trade.
7) The Needs of the marketing of the cultural productions are:
 Organize the historical sites as tourist centers
 -Set up the festival halls, cinemas, museums, and cultural center for
the service of culture.
 Promote Khmer culinary into the products at the restaurants and
hotels.
 Promote the works of plastic arts and handicrafts in order to enhance
the standards of nation.
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These objectives are conceived within the context of UNESCO activities in
2000, which relate to its policies regarding cultural globalization and its
stress on the invaluable nature of individual cultures and the preservation of
cultural diversity.
To assure the success of this National Cultural Day, the Inter-Ministries
Commission for the National Cultural Day requested the following:
 Ministries, institutions, provincial and municipal authorities, embassies,
general consuls, consuls, pagodas, public institutions, multimedia,
private companies and various associations should participate in the
celebration of National Cultural Day and widely promote education
about national cultural policy concerning Socio-Cultural Development
for Peace.
 Help in the training of human resources and restoration of cultural
infrastructures, consideration that participation in the activities of
socio-cultural development for peace is the obligation of all Khmer
people because it is not for individuals or any one group.
 Development must proceed of monumental heritage sites supporting
cultural tourism.

The following slogans were developed in celebration of the National Cultural
Day: (1) ‘Long Live the Kingdom of Cambodia!’; (2) ‘Socio-Cultural
Development for a Culture of Peace in Order to Help Poverty Alleviation of
the People’; ‘Socio-Cultural Development for a Culture of Peace’; ‘Culture is a
Basis of Social Development’; and ‘Culture is the Breath of Development of
the National Economy of Cambodia’.
Therefore, against the background of Cambodian history of the last three
decade and the consequent challenges and needs, the primary cultural
heritage management strategic targets of the Ministry of Culture and Fine
Arts are as follows:
1) Human resource needs assessment and development, including
advanced training abroad of Cambodian graduates.
2) Foreign resource mobilization
3) Enhanced development of a network of foreign collaborators in
research and training.
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4) Development of an effective information infrastructure
5) Institutional strengthening and institutional governance development.
6) Enhanced inter-governmental coordination.
7) Development of advanced English, French and other languages capacity
amongst Cambodian heritage professionals.
8) Sustainable approaches to the preservation of the living heritage.
9) Integrated approaches to the examination of intangible cultural
heritage.

2. Cultural Policy
We have no National Cultural Policy. I am personally talk with UNESCO
Phnom Penh for making this but. But we are working closely with UNESCO
Phnom Penh for promote some of area like Classical Dance (APSARA Dance...)
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II. Intangible Cultural Heritage Inventory

1. National inventory
The Cambodian cultural heritage is rich both in terms of variety and quality.
Based on the limited documentation that is available, it appears that there
are eighty forms of Cambodian Performing Arts comprising dance, music,
drama, theatre and circus.
These disciplines were transmitted for generations from master to mentor
by word of mouth. However, decades of civil war severely damaged the
intangible heritage and caused a breakdown of social values.
Cambodian intangible heritage is still alive, including: dancer; acrobatics,
tug-of-war (women against men) teams; buffalo horn & leaf blowing
musicians; popular poetic reciters; weavers; metal smiths; boat builders;
potters, woodcarvers basket and mat makers; fish paste makers; palm sugar
makers, etc. However, much of this heritage has suffered the effects of thirty
years of social and political instability – many of the craftspeople, dancers,
musicians, etc, either losing their lives or being displaced. In many cases
these traditions survive in the minds and hands of a few old people. For
instance, in Siem Reap province the rich shadow theatre tradition survives –
but only two old masters still know how to make the shadow puppets and
the cost of skins to make new ones is prohibitive (a full repertoire of puppet
characters can number around 500). In the same province the very popular
national tradition of kite flying (at the end of the harvest season) is
vulnerable because only two old masters still know how to make the
complex, decorative kite forms (butterflies, ships, etc). The list of Intangible
Cultural Heritage appears below.
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The safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage in Cambodia, including
both the royal and the popular traditions and festivals of the different
regions and ethnic groups is a primary concern of the Ministry of Culture
and Fine Arts who provide support (within their constrained means)
through teaching and active programs to maintain these traditions and
encourage research, collecting, and documentation.
Khmer beliefs in spirits, spells, Buddhism, and Brahmanism have become
entwined in a single complex of belief for many centuries now.
According to the general beliefs of Khmer people, they embody Brahmanism
and Buddhism, the deep beliefs of the Khmer people, and they involve
religious acts and entities such supernatural beings, deities, witchcraft,
spirits, venerable teachers, Indra, and Brahma.
Furthermore, from ancient times to the present, Religion and Beliefs have
played a major part in influencing Khmer Society, as they are fundamental to
the Khmer mind-set, lifestyle, traditions, customs, arts and cultures.
Most of the art forms developed from the religions and beliefs (namely,
animism, Brahmanism and Buddhism) are practiced by Khmer people and
are reflected in the different forms of art, such as architecture, sculpture,
painting, music, dance and theatre. These art forms meet both religious and
secular needs within Society.
1) Number of Inventories.
We had one inventory that done in the 2003 and finalized in 2004 with
publication. The inventory title is ‘Inventory of Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Cambodia’
2) Category(ies)
 Part Ⅰ. Performance Arts
-

Classical dance- Royal Ballet
Folk and Popular dance
Drama
Music
Circus
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 Part II. Oral Cultural Heritage
- Language of Cambodia
- Oral Folklore
 Part III. Artisan Skill
3) The List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Cambodia:
No.

Name

Year of Creation

Name of Original
Choreographer

PART I: PERFORMING ARTS
I

Classical Dance –
Royal Ballet
A. List of Re-instituted Classical Dances or Royal Ballet

1

Gold and Silver Flowers

1931

2

Preah Thong

1931

3

Sarak Barong

1931

4

Bao Lim

1931

5

Bao Lut

1931

6

Sovann Machha

1932

7
8

Moni Mekhala and
Vorachhun
Ream Eyso and Moni
Mekhala

1933
1933

9

Mkar

1933

Chhem and Khunmit

10

Fans

1938

Chhem and Mâm
Emdokpeay

11

Battle of the Black and
White Monkeys

1939

12

Tevet

1941

13

Chhuy Chhay Chhma

1941
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14

Brahmane

1943

15

Chhuy Chhay Buong
Suong

1949

16

Phuong Neary

1950

17

Cock Dance

1956

18

Butterflies on Serpents

1956

19

Sword Dance

1957

Mâm Yim Yan

Samdech Preah
Kannitha Rasmei
Sophoan, Khun Usa,
Mâm Emdokpeay,
Chea Sami, Em
Theay

20

Champa Meas Tes or
Apsara

1957

21

Tea Hean Chas ‘Sword’

1958

Mâm Yim Yan

22

Tep Monorom

Unknown

The Queen Kosomak
Nearirath, Mâm
Yim Yan

23

Chun Por ‘Blessing
Dance’

Unknown

Mâm Emdokpeay

24

Takhoeung

Unknown

25

Yakan

Unknown

26

Buppha Lokei

Unknown

27

Neary Chea Chuor

Unknown

28

Hanuman Sovann
Machha

Unknown

29

Preah Tras Dance

Unknown

30

Chos Srang

Unknown

31

Neang Phleng

Unknown

32

Ek Kareach Cheanh
Chey-Flower

Unknown
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Samdech Preah
Kannitha Rasmei
Sophoan, Chea
Khan, Chea Sami,
Em Theay

Dok Por

Malis Krong

The Queen Kosomak
Nearirath, Mâm

33
34
35
36

Neary Khmer Teng
Khluon
Female or Male roles;
Basic Exercises
Yeak (Giant) roles; Basic
Exercises
Monkey roles; Basic
Exercises

Unknown

Soysangvan, Chea
Khan
Samdech Preah
Kannitha Rasmei
Sophoan, Mâm
Emdokpeay

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

37

Guruda

Unknown

38

Chhuy Chhay Yeak

Unknown

Khun Mit

39

Taye

Unknown

Mom Kruchhavri,
Mâm Emdokpeay

40

Ken

Unknown

Mâm Khat

41

Klom ‘Ngos’

Unknown

42

Chhuy Chhay Chum
Tong

43

Expression of Sentiment

Unknown

44

Parrot

Unknown

45

Veayo Phay Phat Olum
Phum Phat

Unknown

46

Kennar

Unknown

47

Chhma ‘Cat’

Unknown

Dok Por

48

Axes ‘Phumea’

Unknown

Bun Rong

49

Apsara

50

Kaylas/Preah Sothun
Neang Monorea

Dok Por

The Queen Kosomak
Nearirath, Mâm
Emdokpeay, HRH
1962
Princess Norodom
Buppha Devi, Hang
Thun Hak
The Queen Kosomak
Nearirath, Mâm
Unknow/2003
Emdokpeay, HRH
Princess Norodom
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51

Guardland Dance

1986

52

White Dove of Peace

1968

53

Tivea Prapey

1968

54

Tvay Preah Por

1999

55

Buong Suong Thom

Unknown

Buppha Devi,
Proeung Chhieng,
Soth Somali
Soth Sam On, Li Yuth
Loeng, Proeung
Chhieng
Chea Sami, Soth Sam
On, Ros Kong
Chea Sami
HRH Princess
Norodom Buppha
Devi, Proeung
Chhieng, Soth Sam
On, Ros Kong, Pen
Sok Huon, Soth
Somali

B. Classical Dance – Royal Ballet:
List of Lost Classical Dances or Royal Ballet
1

Bunloy

1938

2

Chaoying Dada

1939

3

Dance of Welcome

1941

4

Chap Robam (Chap
Dance)

1941

5

Princess Butom

1941

6

Parade of Dancers

1941

7

Laotian Ballet

1942

8

Cambodian Ballet

1942

9

Scarf Dance

1943

10

Dance of Yeaks (Giants)

1943

11
12

Original ‘Poem Motif
and Dance’
Invocation to the
Tevadas
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1943
1946

13

Dance of Salama

1946

14

Hok Krasat

1947

15

Vilandra Dance

1948

16

Kaniccha

1948

17

Chinese Duo

1948

18

Ksat Dance

1950

19

Dance of the Flower

1951

20

Peacock

1952

21

Final Dance

1952

22

Hangsas Dance

1956

23

Dance of the Naga

1956

24
25

Khmer-American
Friendship Dance
Khmer-Chinese
Friendship Dance

1959
1960

26

Sinuon

Unknown

27

Dance of Offerings to
Memory of King
Monivong

1941?

28

‘India Gats to a Boat’

Unknown

C. Classical Dance – Royal Ballet:
List of Re-instituted Classical Drama or Royal Drama
1

Kray Thong

1933

2

Preah Samut

1936

3

Anurudh

1939

4

Preah Saing

1941?
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5

Preah Chinavong

6

Preah Chan Korup

1945

7

Preah Vesandar

1957

8

Eynao

1958

9

Anurudh Denh Kennar

Unknown

10

Supheak Leak ‘Anarudh’

Unknown

11

Ream Ker

Unknown

12

Eysey Dach Chhean

13

Preah Thong Neang
Neak

14

Preah Sothun-Keo
Monorea

15

Kakey

The Queen Kosomak
Nearirath, Mâm
1963
Emdokpeay, Malis
Krong
The Queen Kosomak
Neari rath, HRH
Princess Norodom
Buppha Devi, Mâm
1930/1965/200
Emdokpeay, Malis
3
Krong, Prong, Neak
Mineang Reth,
Khmao , Hang Thun
Hak, Em Theay
HRH Princess
Norodom Buppha
Unknown
Devi, Proeung
Chhieng, Soth
Somali
Unknown

16

Sita Luy Phloeung

1995

17

Construction of Bridge
‘Ream Ker’

1996
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HRH Princess
Norodom Buppha
Devi, Proeung
Chhieng, Em Theay,
Soth Sam On, Soth
Somali, Pen Sok
Huon
HRH Princess
Norodom Buppha
Devi, Proeung
Chhieng, Soth Sam
On, Em Theay

18

Sita in the Forest

1997

Em Theay, Minh
Kosani, Proeung
Chhieng

19

Ream Leak-Chop Leak

Unknown

Mâm Yim Yan

20

Tip Sangvar

Unknown

21

Soriyavong

Unknown

22

Leak Sinnavong

Unknown

D. Classical Dance – Royal Ballet:
List of Lost Classical Drama or Royal Drama
1

Sothinchak

1933

2

Chakravong

1933

3

Sovannapong

1939

4

Sovannahang

1939

5

Vong Sovann

1941

6

Preah Bat Chey Chet

1944

7

Sovannahong

1946

8

Preah Chau Damrei Sar

1947

9

Kenvilara

1948

10

Chey Teat

1950

11

Preah Pathamasanpathi

1952

12

Preah Chey Sen

1956

13

Devkannia or
Dekvkanika

1958

II

Folk Dance

1

Robam Kandob Ses
(Praying Mantis Dance
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2

Robam Skor Souy (Souy
Drum Dance)

1997

An Chhea Heng

3

Robam Top Ambok
(Ambok Dance)

1997

An Chhea Heng

4

Robam Trot Neang Mev
(Trot Neang Mev
Dance)

5

Robam Het Hot (Hot
Dance)

6
7

Robam Chak Mreak
(Lacquer Dance)
Robam Phnouk Ploeung
Phum Kgnom (Bonfire
of my Village Dance)

8

Robam Krama Khmer
(Khmer Krama Dance)

9

Robam Kngork
Pouthisat (Pursat
Peacecock Dance)

10

Robam Tbal Kdoeurng
(Kdoeurng Mortar
Dance)

11

Robam Kuos Tralork
(Coconut Shell Dance)

12

Robam Veay Kang Kep
(Frog Catching Dance)

13

Robam Bork Srov (Rice
Husking Dance)

14

Robam Nesat (Fishing
Dance)
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1966

Phuong Phan, Mao
Keng, Uk Sichann,
Lim Sreng, Um Bun
Thai, Heang Nay
Tan, Uk Phali, Phat
Peu Meas, Kung
Sari, Say Sethya
Ngourn Sam Ath,
Thou Chanthan,
Mao Tey Hak, Ouk
Sam Ol, Keo Lun,
Heang Nay To

15

Robam Chak Angkrang
(Large Red Ant
Harvesting Dance)

16

Robam Bok Leak (GumLacquer Pounding
Dance)

17

Robam Ken (Ken Dance)

18

Robam Veay Kouy
(Kouy Warrior Dance)

19

Robam Kanseng Sné
(Magic Scarf Dance)

20

Robam Tunsorng (Wild
Ox Dance)

21

Robam Phuok Phal
(Phuok Phal Dance)

22

Robam Kap Krabey
Pheok Sra (Buffalo
Sacrifice Dance)

23

Robam Kanterè
(Kanterè Dance)

24

Robam Kuos Ang-Re
(Pestle Dance)

25

Robam Veay Krap (Krap
Dance)

26
27

1964

Chheng Pho, Hang
Soth, Pol Som Oeun,
Kong Vuth

Chheng Phon, Pol
Som Oeun

Robam Chhoeur Lors
Slek (Chhoeur Lors
Slek Dance)
Robam Chrot Srov
Thom (Good Crops
Dance)

28

Robam Bes Kravagn
(Cardamom Picking
Dance)

29

Robam Komchat Uptrop
Changrey (Chasing
Away Bad Spirits
Dance)

Mao Sophorn, Mao
Keng, Ros Samnang,
Mao Buna, Yim
Sanak, Uy Latavann
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30

Robam Kngork Pailin
(Pailin Peacock Dance)

31

Robam Chrot Srov
(Harvesting Dance)

32

Robam Trot (Trot
Dance)

33

Robam Sna (Crsossbow
Dance)

34

Robam Apea Pipea Sat
(Bird Wedding Dance)

35

Robam Sen Ploy (Sen
Ploy Dance)

36

Robam Chram (Chram
Dance)

37

Robam Antung Hen
( Antung Hen Dance)

38

Robam Chhai Yam
(Chhai Yam Dance)

39

Robam Port Chor Rung
(Port Chor Rung
Dance)

40

Robam Ploy Souy (Ploy
Souy Dance)

41
42

Robam Dung Toek
Chrus Bousra (Bousra
Waterfall Dance)
Robam Skorl (Skorl
Dance)

III

Popular Dance

1

Rorm Vong

2

Rorm Kbach

3

Rorm Saravan
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1996

An Chhea Heng
Pok Sarann, Nop Sam
Bona, An Chhea
Heng, Va Sivorn
Keo Narom, Mao
Keng

4

Rorm Chauk Kampeuh

5

Rorm Silapakar

6

Rorm Lam Leav

7

Rorm Broeun

IV

Drama

1

Lakhaon Kbach Boran
(Royal Ballet or
Classical Dance)

2

Seak Roeurng (Circus
Drama)

3

Lakhaon Khaol (Male
Masked Theatre)

4

Lakhaon Poul Srei
(Female Masked
Theatre)

5

Lakhaon Sbek Thom
(Large Shadow
Theatre)

6
7
8

Lakhaon Sbek Touch
(Small Shadow
Theatre)
Lakhaon Sbek Por
(Color Leather
Theatre)
Lakhaon Berk Bât (Berk
Bât Theatre)

9

Nitean Roeurng (StoryTale)

10

Chapei

11

Chamreang Kse Diev
(Kse Diev Song)

12

Lakhaon Mohori
(Mohori Theatre)

13

Lakhaon Yike (Yike
Theatre)
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Lakhaon Komnap
(Poem Drama)
Lakhaon Pleng Kar
(Wedding Theatre)
Lakhaon Bassac (Bassac
Theatre)
Lakhaon Pramotey
(Promotey Theatre)
Lakhaon Ape (Ape
Theatre)
Ayai Roeurng (Ayai
Theatre)
Lakhaon Ken (Ken
Theatre)
Lakhaon Niyeay
(Modern Spoken
Theatre)

22

Lakhaon Chamros
(Mixed Theatre)

V

Music

1

Pleng Arak (Arak Music)

2

Pleng Kar (Wedding
Music)

3

Pleng Pin Peat (Pin Peat
Music)

4

Pleng Mohori (Mohori
Music)

5

Other Music Orchestras

VI

Circus

1

Seak Boran (Traditional
Circus)

2

Seak Samai (Modern
Circus)

3

Seak Roeurng (Circus
Drama)
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PART II: ORAL CULTURAL HERITAGE
A

Languages of
Cambodia

1

Bahnaric branch
(Eastern Cambodia)
Phnong, Stieng, Brao,
Tempuan, Kaco

2

Katuic branch
(Northern Cambodia)
Kuay

3

Pearic branch (Western
Cambodia) Samre,
Samrai, So-ong, Chung, Chuang

4

Other Minority
Languages: Cham, Jarai

B

Oral Literature

1

Reamker (Khmer
Interpretation of the
Ramayana)

2

Lboek Angkor Wat
(Founding of Angkor
Wat)

3

Mahabharata
(Mahabharata Sanskrit
Epic)

4

Tus Cheadok (The Ten
Lives of Buddha)

5

Chhab Pros Chhab Srei
(Codes of Conduct for
Men and Women)

6

Samray (Popular
Buddhist Literature)

7

Kamnap (Poetry)

C

Oral Folklore
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1

Roeurng Preng
(Folktales/Legends)

2

Tumnouk Chom Rieng
(Songs)

3

Sophea Seth (Proverbs)

4

Peak Prodaoh Lbong
Panha (Riddles,
Puzzles)

5

Satra Lbeng (Narrative
Poetry)

6

Hora (Fortune Tellers,
Astrologers)

7

Krou (Shaman)

8

Neak Ta and animist
belief (Local Guardian
Spirits)
PART III: ARTISAN SKILLS

1

Silk Weaving (Sot)

2

Silver Smith (Cheang
Prak)

3

Pagoda Painting

4

Handicrafts

5

Kite-making-flying
(Khleng)
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4)

The inventory book
The inventory book that was published in 2004, it just the first
inventory in Cambodia, this book just show about the existing of
Intangible Cultural Heritage in current day. It is very general, it was not
mentioned which one is in the situation danger or need to urgent
safeguard. The aims just want to appear first. At this time we have no
legal paper or law on protection of Intangible Cultural Heritage. It just
establish in 2007, no one know about that related law. By I know,
nowadays we have no official statistic for know all the thing as I told
you we are now have very limited Human Resources to work on this
section.
Take this opportunity I would like to tell you friendly that we didn’t
have clear objective, in this case if your government can assist us on this
matter to sent the experts to work in cooperation with ministry for
moving forward in the aim of regional integration. Please advise us if
you can provide you expert for train us as the way of Cultural
cooperation.
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2. Non-governmental inventory
The ministry has very few network linked to local NGO. We have not
properly working closely with them. We just only talk when they need us for
approach some work.
Regarding with Association or NGO that are working on Intangible Cultural
Heritage we are now just starting to make inventory to acknowledge the
number.

1)

Financial Support
We have no consideration subsidy of the government for specific fund
in this sector.

2)

Advisory Body
No ICH expert in the ministry, we are working as the administrative
body.

3)

Person in Charge
The Director General of Culture Technique is responsible for this
section.
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3. Selected Masters list
Phnom Penh is the place where the masters still appear in high consideration,
it compact the professional old maters all them they are formers staffs
performing arts of the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts. The following are
named the name of old maters:

A. Performing Arts and Costume
Mrs. EM Theay








Age : 77 years old.
Address : #2088E0, Street 438, Sk. Toultom Poung,
Kh.
Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh
Profession : (retired) former professional classical dancer (Royal
Ballet or Lokhon Preahrachtrap) of ministry of culture and fine arts.
Specializing on giant role
Present : still teaching the younger generation dancers at
performing arts department in all form of classical dance.
Nominated as the master since 1996.
Since younger she was a Royal Ballet dancer (listed masterpieces of
the oral and intangible heritage of humanity) of royal palace. Now
is the one living human treasures, and have many students.

Mrs. Sok Sam Un








Age : 76 years old.
Address : # 138, St. Kampucheakrom, Sk. Mittapheap, Kh. 7 Makara,
Phnom Penh
Profession : former professional classical dancer of ministry of
culture and fine arts.
Present : (retired) still teaching the younger generation at
performing arts department in all form of classical dance, since last
year she could not move anymore and loss her memory and could
not see anymore.
Specialized on APSARA role (celestial dancers)
Nominated as the master since 1995 and recognized by the Royal
Academy of Cambodia as the old master in 2001.

Mrs. Sim Montha


Age : 74 years old.
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Address : 252 E 3z, Street Kampucheakrom, Sk. Mettapheap, Kh. 7
Makara, Phnom Penh.
Profession : (retired) former staff of ministry of culture and fine arts
Specialized : artists costume
Present : still trained young generation on costume making at the
fine arts school
Nominated : as the mater since 1995 and recognized by the Royal
Academy of Cambodia as the old master in 2001
She is transmitting this know ledge to the young generation at fine
arts school.

B. Chapei Dorng Veng | 2 strings music instruments accompany
with song. Ministry are planning to submit for
nomination as masterpieces of the oral and
intangible heritage of humanity
Master Kong Nay








Age : 71 years old.
Born in Daung village, Svay Torng District, Takeo Province, South part
of Cambodia. Nowadays He lives in Phnom Penh address as below:
Address : village 2, Sk. Tonle Basak, Kh. Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh
Profession : former staff of department of performing arts, ministry
of culture and fine arts
Specialized : Chapei Dorng Veng (Khmer musical 2 strings
instrument, it similar to guitar)
He was nominated master by the ministry of culture and fine arts in
1996. They can hear and see him in national radio and television
with his Chapei.
Activity : he had trained several apprentices.

Master Prach Chhuon





Age : 73 years old.
Born in Sra Mor Krom village, Khvao commune, Traing district, Takeo
Province, South part of the country. Nowadays he still living at there
home district.
Profession : former staff of Department of National Radio, Ministry
of Information. Nowadays he was retired from job since the year
2000.
Specialized : Chapei Dorng Veng (Khmer musical 2 strings
instrument, it similar to guitar)
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He was nominated as the Master by Ministry of Culture and Fine
Arts in 1996. They can hear his voice in the national radio and see
him in television with his Chapei accompany with his song. (Khmer
musical 2 strings instrument, it is similar to guitar.)

Master Sok Duch






Age : 83 years old.
Born in Bati district, Takeo Province. He is living in Samrong Torng
village, Takeo province, South part of the Country.
Profession : he was a farmer and was to be a teacher and producer
of the Khmer traditional musical instruments.
Specialized : He can play various traditional instruments as well as
Khses Deav, Taker, TroOu, small Drum so on.
He had performed Khmer traditional music for the national radio
and television and in the other official ceremony. He is producing
Khmer musical instruments with high quality and had training
several apprentices in the community.

C. Traditional Mask and Khmok | Traditional materiel for worship
Master Orn Sok and his family (1944-2006)
Nowadays his son Mr. Orn Sitha, and his younger brothers continued
this work from their father. This work is not individual work, they are
working as the group in the family. This family now living in Phnom
Penh, and Mr. Orn Sitha is teaching at fine arts school to transfer this
knowledge to the younger.
They are producing many kinds of materiel as well as: - mask, Crown of
classical dancers, face of comedy, Giant, Monkey. – Materials makes
many kinds of using materials in worship.
The member of families as follow: 1. Mr. Orn Sitha is 45 years old, the
oldest brother. 2. Mr. Orn Sithor is 40 years old, the second oldest
brother. Mr. Orn Sichan is 37 years old, the third brother of the family. 4.
Mr. Orn Tola is 36 years old, the fourth brother of the family. 5. Ms. Orn
Sophea is 27 years old, the youngest daughter of the family.
All members of family they are working together for producing various
kinds of materials. The products of this family perform with a high
quality and value. Master Orn Sok, he transferred these knowledge to his
children for continuing their skill.
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Their products appearance in abroad with a high appreciation from
various countries.
Address : Sk. Chhey Chhumneas, Kh. Daunpenh, Phnom Penh
D. Plastic Arts
Master Chan Sim









Age : 71 years old.
Born in Prey Pring village, Chom Chao district, Phnom Penh.
Address : Sk. Chhey Chhumneas, Kh. Daunpenh, Phnom Penh
Profession : He was a teacher at Fine Arts School in Phnom Penh
from 1957 to 1958. Since 1979 to 1993, he was an official at Royal
University of Fine Arts. He used to be a professor at private
university in Phnom Penh.
Nomination : in 2000 he was nominated as the master by Ministry of
Culture and Fine Arts and also in 2004 was nominated as the
Professor by Royal Academy of Cambodia.
Specialization : he is specialized in Plastic Arts (Sculpture) and
produced many masterpieces.
Nowadays he trains many apprentices as his volunteer.

E. Traditional Khmer Script | Buddhist Texts
The Khmer old script is writing characters on the palm leaf about the
Buddhism discipline. It was born since the Cambodia had no paper to
use. After Angkor period Cambodia changed from Hinduism to
Buddhism. In Angkor period our ancestors wrote on stone (inscription),
since Cambodia becomes the Buddhism.
The writing on the palm leaf (Sastra) started after Angkor period. It was
very active from 16 to 18 century mainly they produced in the Buddhist
Temple all over the territory. Since European comes to Cambodia,
especially in the French rolling time (1863-1953), replaced writing in
paper.
Nowadays the writing on palm leaf we can find very few in the territory,
in the purpose preserving the old tradition of Khmer script, the great
monk name Daung Phang, the honorable monk of grant vehicle
Buddhism established palm leaf writing school in the aim to conserving
and preserving for revitalize the Khmer old script and transfer to the
young generation. The Buddhist temple where the school existing 40 Km
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Northern of Phnom Penh name Prek Prang Buddhist Temple located in
Kampong Loung Commune, Ponnhaleu district, Kandal Province. The
honorable Monk organized old men who know how to write to train into
their perfection and continue to teach the younger apprentices under
his supervision.
Now the apprentices are learning in the temple school for writing and
include preparing leafs till finalize in the text are teaching there. The
number of apprentices are 25 persons, and with old men trainers 6
persons, 2 writing trainers, 2 literature lecturers and 2 produces palm
leafs for writing. We can say, this is a big Khmer old script school in
Cambodia.

F. Telling Story
Master Peak Chapech
56 Years old. Living in Svay Rieng Province, Eastern of country. Master
Chapech was disabled to see with both eyes since he was 20 years. He is
a master in telling story, and can perform with various voices and
several characters as well old and young, male and female at the same
time. Nowadays he had two apprentices, one his son and other one his
grandson.
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III. Relevant Organizations

1. The Government Organizations/Sector: Cultural Heritage
Institutions
With regard to the National Philosophy, Cultural Heritage is at the core of
Cambodia's official expressions of its national identity.
The objective of the Royal Government of Cambodia in cultural heritage
protection and preservation is to establish and strengthen national identity.

A. The Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts
The Ministry with primary responsibility is the Ministry of Culture and Fine
Arts, which has six departments and one institution which are responsible
for protecting and preserving Intangible Cultural Heritage. The Departments
and Institution involved in Cultural Heritage Management in Cambodia
appears.
Besides the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts' responsibility, at the local level
are the Provincial Culture and Fine Arts Departments with bureaus that
replicate the whole composition of the Ministry. The Provincial Departments
involved in Cultural Heritage Management in Cambodia appear.

B. APSARA Authority
APSARA Authority is responsible for Angkor Archaeological Park and Siem
Reap province. The Angkor region presents a number of the challenging
issues and solutions in interfacing harmoniously with local communities and
customs. With increased security across the region, and in spite of persistent
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poverty, the cultural life of isolated communities in and beyond the Angkor
Archaeological Park is currently undergoing a renaissance. Maintaining the
traditions of their ancestors with particular fervor, these materially poor
villagers constitute an invaluable part of the national cultural heritage.
The Department involved in Intangible Cultural Heritage Management in
Angkor Area in Cambodia appears.

C. Royal Academy of Cambodia
In 2000 the Royal Academy of Cambodia (ARC) was re-inaugurated. It was
initially created as the Royal Academy in 1965 the Sangkum Reastr Niyum
period but was never activated. It was recreated by Royal Decree No
NS/RKT/0599/97 of 11 May 1999 and its name was changed to the Royal
Academy of Cambodia by Royal Decree No NS/RKT/1299/220 of 27
December 1999.
The Royal Academy of Cambodia comprises three of five institutes relate to
the Intangible Cultural Heritage: (1) Institute of Culture and Fine Arts, (2)
Institute of Human and Social Sciences, and (3) Institute of National
Language. The Institutes of the Royal Academy of Cambodia involved in
Intangible Cultural Heritage Management appears.
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2. Non-Government Organization/Sectors: Activities in Cultural
Heritage
Many national and international agencies, foreign government aid
organizations, donors and NGOs operate in Cambodia in assisting national
reconstruction and sustainable social development. Generally speaking, the
inter-relationships between the NGOs and the public sector are positive and
mutually supportive – with the latter making good use of the opportunities
for funding of essential activities for which resources would be very limited
or unavailable otherwise.
While in many South East Asian countries the emergence of nongovernmental organisation (NGO) activity in support of heritage and
environmental preservation parallels growth in industrialisation, per capita
incomes and the rise of a middle class, orientated to a modern global
nostalgia for culture and the past, the situation in Cambodia is markedly
different and is driven mostly by the very real situation of poverty, mass
displacements of people and large numbers of the underprivileged and
deprived (especially young people) and inadequate social infrastructure.
While most NGOs in Cambodia do not have a specific mandate relating to
cultural heritage preservation and management, some are concerned with
environmental issues in ways which assist in the sustainability of local
communities and a number have introduced innovative approaches to
poverty alleviation which directly impact on cultural heritage and which
could serve as effective models in like situations in other countries.
The corporate sector also provides support in a number of ways to the
preservation, sustainability and revitalisation of Cambodian culture.
Particularly important is the role of King Norodom Sihanouk as the father of
her national culture and a symbol of Khmer unity that increases the profile
of culture, stimulating donations for the maintenance of cultural heritage
from the private sector, including private companies.
Many individuals and groups have collaborated to support the dispossessed
in the revival of traditional handicraft industries. Of note are the workshops
in weaving, woodcarving, etc, which have been established at the Royal
Palace in Phnom Penh, replicating much of the high quality of the former
court workshops.
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The following National and International Agencies including the bilateral
and multilateral agencies involved in Intangible Cultural Heritage
Management and Development Cooperation in Cambodia.

A. UNESCO’s Recent Intangible Heritage Initiatives
This very early involvement with the Royal University of Fine Arts triggered
initiatives in other domains. It is well understood that a lot of intangible
cultural art forms had suffered and traumatized, especially during the
Khmer Rouge regime, and gradually find itself on the brink of extinction.
The UNESCO Phnom Penh Office was one of the first to publish an inventory
of intangible cultural heritage in Cambodia in 2004. At the same time,
projects were started with relation to the development of a Living Human
Treasure (Korean FIT) in Cambodia and the revival of the ‘Royal Ballet’
tradition (Japan FIT). A Sub-Decree in now proposed by the Ministry of
Culture and Fine Arts in close collaboration with UNESCO to officially
institutionalized the system and selection of Living Human Treasure in
Cambodia.
Royal Ballet performances with new choreography and new instruments, all
made possible through the generous UNESCO/JFIT project contribution,
have been staged at the National Theatre, in Phnom Penh. Continued
innovation on choreography and new performances hope to have a
sustainable effect.
More recently, UNESCO’s regular program has contributed to the publication
of ‘Preliminary Research on Minority languages in Cambodia’, which gives a
first overview of the location and number of minorities and their languages
in the country. Other projects look at the revitalization of folk tales through
the production of video materials and research on the production of
traditional silverware. This legacy will continue in the next biennium,
focusing on the further preservation of performing arts and the promotion of
creative industries.

B. The University of Hawaii at Manoa (UH), United States of America
The East-West Center and the University of Hawaii in 1994 joined the Royal
University of Fine Arts in a program to train graduates of the Royal
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University's Faculty of Archaeology. Training and research, in collaboration
with Royal University of Fine Arts, Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, focuses
on archaeology, cultural anthropology and environmental studies.

C. Center for Khmer Studies (CKS)
Located in Siem Reap, the Center for Khmer Studies is an independent,
international institution dedicated to facilitating the study, research and
teaching of Khmer civilisation. The aims of the Center are to: serve as a
forum enabling international academic exchange on Khmer studies; to help
promote a new community of Cambodian scholars who will contribute
original knowledge to this field; and will expand the field of Khmer Studies
internationally, in partnership with Cambodian institutions of higher
education.

D. Reyum Institute
The primary Cambodian NGO with a dedicated focus on cultural heritage is
Reyum, designated as a Local NGO for Research, Preservation and
Development of Khmer Arts and Culture. Reyum has an excellent exhibition
space, the Reyum Institute, opposite the National Museum in Phnom Penh
where it shows displays relating to Cambodian culture.
The Tools and Practice Project was undertaken by Cambodian specialists
and students from the Faculty of Archaeology at the Royal University of Fine
Arts, Phnom Penh, focused on ‘traditional’ tools in order to consider the
consequences of the evolving encounter between long-standing local
practices (and their linkages to systems of techniques, social habits and
beliefs) and modern global culture and its artifacts – resulting not
necessarily in the abandonment of traditional practices but rather the
innovative incorporation of new objects such beverage cans for scarecrows
or aerosol cans for fishing floats in place of wood or bamboo. The project
considered that an understanding of such changes in detail must serve as a
concrete basis for wider discussions of the process of globalisation.
The Reyum Institute displayed an exhibition devoted to Khmer lacquer and
the masked dance lkhon khol which uses lacquer masks. This dance form
exclusively presents performances of episodes from the Reamker (the
Khmer version of the Ramayana). An illustrated publication was also
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published to accompany this exhibition (in Khmer and English). It presents a
picture of lkhon khol as it was performed in former days at the Royal Palace
and also as it is performed today in the village of Vat Svay Andet, Kandal
province. The text also describes the process of manufacture of the lacquer
masks.
These Reyum exhibitions and publications exemplify the quality of work
being produced by a new generation of Cambodian students of culture and
archaeology and their teachers in the face of very considerable economic and
practical constraints.

E. Friends of Khmer Culture (FOKCI)
Friends of Khmer Culture supports a wide range of cultural activities in
Cambodia and beyond. Working with Khmer and international organizations,
he is committed to:




The past, by helping to conserve, protect and study ancient Cambodia’s
magnificent temples and sculptures.
The Present, by sustaining Cambodia’s performing arts, cultural
websites, museums and publishing
The Future, through program that train young Cambodians to become
the guardians of their own cultural inheritance.
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IV. Meetings of Intangible Cultural Heritage

With regard to the Preservation and Revitalization of Cambodian Intangible
Cultural Heritage, the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts has carried out the
objective of reviving and preserving Intangible Cultural Heritage with the
financial support of UNESCO. With the participation of a few surviving elder
master, a new generation of artists is being trained with an aim to ensure the
transmission of knowledge.
The project has several components. The first one is called the ‘Mentorship
Program’. Through seminar conducted by elder masters, training on specific
performance disciplines is provided to the artists of the National Theatre,
the Faculties of Choreographic Arts and Music of Royal University of Fine
Arts (RUFA). In total, 12 workshops have been successfully organized, 4 at
the Royal Academy of Cambodia, 4 at the Regional Pedagogy Center, 1 at
Hotel Cambodiana Phnom Penh, and 3 at the Ministry of Culture and Fine
Arts. These workshops have received unanimous appreciation and respect
from national and international researchers, professors, trainers and
students. It is worth noting that this project intends to contribute to
generate cultural awareness, pride and appreciation not only among artist,
but also among the general public.
In addition, the project aims to revive, to research and document previously
lost disciplines of performing arts.
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V. The Intangible Heritage List of UNESCO

1. The Intangible Cultural Heritage Inscribed as Masterpieces
The Royal Government of Cambodia has submitted five arts forms for the
World Intangible Cultural Heritage List, namely Khmer Classical Dance, or
Royal Ballet, large Shadow Theatre, Khoal Drama/masked theater, Yike (a
popular and ancient form of Cambodian musical theater), and Chapei
(Khmer musical string instrument similar to guitar with three strings).
Until now, two of five arts forms, the Royal Ballet of Cambodia or Khmer
Classical Dance and Sbek Thom (Khmer Large Shadow Theatre), were
proclaimed the Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of
Humanity by UNESCO on 7th November 2003 and 25th November 2005
respectively.
To ensure sustainable continuity of intangible arts, the Ministry of Culture
and Fine Arts of Cambodia has established an Intangible Cultural Heritage
Committee (ICHC) to fulfill this function.
The Brief Description of Two Arts Forms of Cambodia: The Royal Ballet or
Khmer Classical Dance and Sbek Thom (Large Shadow Theatre).

A. The Royal Ballet of Cambodia
Robam, or Lakhaon Kbach Boran Khmer, and Robam, or Lakhaon Preah
Reach Troap are usually used to refer to Cambodia’s Classical Dance.
Robam, or Lakhaon, sometimes expresses different forms of art during the
performance. It is called Classical Dance or Royal Ballet when the dance is
performed episode by episode and Lakhaon Kbach Boran Khmer or
Lakhaon Preah Reach Troap (Royal Ballet Theater) if the dance depicts
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some episodes from Reamker (Khmer version of the Ramayana). Robam
(Dance) is used when only gestures and movements of the hands play an
important role in expressing emotions.
Famous for its graceful hand gestures and its splendid costumes, the Royal
Ballet of Cambodia, or Khmer Classical Dance, closely associated with the
royal court during more than one millennium, embodies values of
refinement and spirituality characteristics of the Khmer culture. The
Performances of the Royal Ballet took place within the framework of
various rites associated with the royal power and the prestige of the
country.
The codified gestures and poses that dancers must master require many
years of intensive training. An orchestra performing sacred music
accompanies the dancers and a female chorus provides running
commentary on the plot and the emotions mimed by the dancers. The
characteristic of Khmer choreography is that the dance does not have
fixed gestures, but figures in perpetual movement, which gives a single
fluidity in Asia. Musicians and chorus-singers accompany the gracious
evolutions by the dancers, wearing embroidered wire clothes of gold and
splendid jewels. This makes the Royal Ballet of Cambodia too original to
merge with others.
This artistic tradition, which narrowly escaped annihilation in the 1970s,
was viewed as the emblem of the Cambodian people throughout the world.
After the downfall of the Pol Pot regime in 1979 the Royal University of
Fine Arts, under the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, established the
repertory and training program for dancers and musicians.
The Royal Ballet, officially associated with the kings and religion,
consequently became a central element of the rebuilding of the country
and a Khmer identity. The transmission of Khmer arts never stopped in
spite of the tragic history and today it takes place thanks to the formers
Masters of Dance, choreographers, Masters of music and costumers.
In 1997, in response to the concern voiced by numerous Member States
for the urgent need to safeguard intangible cultural heritage, UNESCO
created the program ‘Proclamation of Masterpieces of the Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity’. The aim of the Proclamation was, and
still is, to encourage government, NGOs and local communities to identify,
preserve and promote their intangible heritage. It also encourages
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individuals, groups, institutions and organizations to make significant
contributions to managing, preserving, protecting and promoting the
intangible heritage.
As a symbol of Khmer identity the Royal Ballet of Cambodia, and its
traditional dances, was proclaimed as a Masterpiece of the Oral and
Intangible of Humanity on November 7th 2003. As a result the Royal Ballet
of Cambodia benefited from a high level of attention from both national
and international institutions.
In 2005, an Action Plan for the Safeguarding of the Royal Ballet of
Cambodia project was set up with the support of UNESCO/Japanese Fundin-Trust. The working group, the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts in close
collaboration with the UNESCO Phnom Penh Office, have successfully
achieved all projected components.

B. Lakhaon Sbek Thom (Large Shadow Theatre)
Lakhaon Sbek Thom (Khmer Large Shadow Theatre) is one of the oldest
traditional forms of dance drama in Cambodia that can be traced back to
the Angkor period as seen on the temple inscriptions. It is a sacred art
form that exclusively performs the epics of the Reamker (Khmer version of
the Ramayana) only. Therefore, Lakhaon Sbek Thom is valued as an
important part of tradition, belief and identity for the Khmer community.
As Sbek Thom is a sacred theatre, a performance is therefore an act of
worship. Traditionally it was only performed in certain ritual ceremonies
or for other old people who have had a great influence or status in society,
or for funerals. Cambodian farmers have also performed Sbek Thom in
times of drought, to ask the gods for rain.
Performances generally take place in rice-fields or within the grounds of a
Pagoda. A white cloth serves as a screen. Behind the screen, a low
rectangular frame built of banana trunks contains the fire which serves as
the light source for casting the shadows of the Sbek Thom images.
In 1968, a Sbek Thom troupe was established within the Classical Dance
Troupe that later became the Department of Performing Arts. After 1979,
artists who survived the Khmer Rouge period gathered shadow puppets
from different places in the country in order to continue performing.
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2. The Provisional Intangible Cultural Heritage Inscribed to Be
Examined
The Royal Government of Cambodia is now preparing three new nomination
files to be submitted in 2010 for the World Intangible Cultural Heritage List.
They are Lakhaon Khol (Khoal Drama or masked theater), Yike (a popular
and ancient form of Cambodian musical theater), and Chapei (Khmer
musical string instrument similar to guitar with three strings). The brief
description of these three arts forms..

A. Lakhaon Khol (Khaol Drama or Male Masked Theatre)
Lakhaon Khaol is one of the oldest forms of Cambodian performing arts
practiced as early as the Angkor period. It is believed to have started
approximately in the 9th century in accordance with bas-reliefs found on
Angkor Monument walls. During this Angkor period, Lakhaon Khaol was
developed as an entirely made version of Khmer classical court dance.
The exact reasons are still unknown but some research has pointed to the
form growing out of a religious context in which Brahmanism was in
conflict with Buddhism during the reign of King Jayavarman VIII (12431295AD). In this time, many female dancers were killed and others were
taken on as concubines. Training male dancers was an opportunity to
recreate a dance form based on Buddhist doctrines.
The only story specifically performed by Lakhaon Khaol is the Reamker,
the Khmer version of the Ramayana. The performance is accompanied by
story telling, with the narrators playing a key role in directing the
performance. It is accompanied by the traditional pin peat orchestra.
Lakaon Khaol was very popular in the Lon Nol regime from 1970 to 1975
and later became of a favourite of King Sihanouk. At that time, there were
eighty professional troupes. The troupes were disbanded during the war
and today the only original troupe remaining is that ‘Wat Svay Angdet’in
Phnom Penh.
Today, Lakhaol Khaol forms part of the curriculum at the Royal University
of Fine Arts.
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B. Yike (a popular and ancient form of Cambodian musical theatre)
Yike is a popular and ancient form of Cambodian musical theatre which is
believed to have originated from sea faring people. With regards to the
poetic expression in the songs, it can be assumed that Lakhaon Yike
appeared in the late 8th century during the reign of King Jayavarman II.
In its earlier form, Lakhaon Yike was often presented as a postperformance event in the Royal Palace following classical dance
performances. It soon became so popular that it was performed on its own.
Over the years, the form changed, incorporating various costumes and
musical instruments and adapting to new Khmer customs. Immensely
popular in the 1920s, it is a form of musical in which popular stories and
mythical subjects are both sung and spoken in dialogue, with the narrator
(singer) directing the performance. Its repertoire includes both traditional
and contemporary stories.
Lakhaon Yike currently forms part of the drama curriculum at the Royal
University of Fine Arts of Cambodia.

C. Chapei (Khmer musical string instrument similar to guitar with three
strings)
The Chapei is a long-necked guitar that is played in arak music groups as
well as pleng kar (wedding music). Besides its function in both orchestras,
chapei is played in many events such as wedding ceremonies and
traditional ceremonies Kour Chup, Bombous Neak, Kathin- involving large
ceremonial offerings.
Chapei is often played solo, whose music and lyrics describe Buddhist
legends, other related folktales and stories of everyday life. Performances
are lively and themes are often comical and improvised. Audiences are
known to greatly enjoy the humor of the songs. Occasionally, chapei is
played in duets to accompany poetic recitals.
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VI. Approaches and Initiatives

There are several initiatives aim to raise awareness among the youth on the
importance of preserving the cultural heritage of the country.
Other initiatives could focus on the improvement of language skills and
capacity training. A number of initiatives and strategies are being put in
place by agencies of the Royal Government of Cambodia to enhance public
awareness of, and support for the nation’s culture and heritage, the National
Cultural Day being a significant example. The National Museum is also
developing a public education program.
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VII. Recommendations and Suggestions

1. Preservation of Cultural Heritage should utilize its imagination in the Cultural
and Socio-economic Development.
2.

Concerned organizations/institutions should continue to organize and
strengthen its activities to hold training courses for national and
international cultural personnel in the field of preservation and safeguarding
of cultural heritage.

3.

Publications of research materials on conservation, recommendations of
seminars/workshops should also be circulated more widely.

4.

Use of indigenous wisdoms of local communities.

5.

Future efforts in supporting the performing arts in Intangible Cultural
Heritage should focus on a greater collaboration with educational institutions,
which would help expose Cambodian artists to current developments in
international theatre, provide travel opportunities, and provide the right
milieu for cultural exchange.

6. Explore ways to cooperate with international and non-government
organizations.
7. Exchange of cultural activities at the international level should be promoted.
8.

Preserve the oral and the intangible cultural heritage of humanity.

9. The Governments should play an important role to control/ examine the
protection, promotion and reinforcement of the diversity, of identity and of
local intangible heritage.
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Annex 1 | Pictures

Classical Dance and Costumes
Royal Ballet or Robamkbach Boran

TOP : Master EM THEAY justify classical Dances students on the training time
BOTTOM : Master EM THEAY (right) and Master SIM MONTHA, discussion during the training time
Pictures | 55

TOP : Master EM THEAY teach on flying style
BOTTOM : Master EM THEAY teach on gesture saying style
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Master EM THEAY talking with Mr. Proeung Pruon mater of classical music during training
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Master Soth Sam Onn show her in the seminar at Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts
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Master Soth Sam Onn

Master Ros Kong show during the seminar
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Miss. Sam Savin on rehearsal for Classical dance (APSARA DANCE)
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TOP : Miss. Sam Savin, Hem Linda, Sam Lim Sothea performs together
BOTTOM : Miss. Sam Savin and Sam Lim Sothea perform together
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Master Sim Montha presents her costumes making
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Chapei Dang Veng

Classical Music accompany with song

TOP : Master Prach Chhuon, with his Chapei at his house in Takeo Province
BOTTOM : Master Prach Chhuon with our team member
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Master Prach Chhuon with his Chapei
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TOP : Master Prach Chhuon showing his Chapei at his home
BOTTOM : Master Prach Chhuon’s student on the presentation
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Master Kong Nay with his Chapei at home
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TOP : Master Kong Nay performs in the seminar
BOTTOM : Master Kong Nay on his show
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THIS PAGE
Master Sok Duch with his music instrument (Khse Diev)

OPPOSITE PAGE
TOP : Master Sok Duch justify music instrument
BOTTOM : Master Sok Duch trains his students at home
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Pictures | 69

LEFT : Master Sok Duch with his students
RIGHT : Master Sok Duch’s student on performance to the public
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Raditional Mask Making
and other traditional materiel

TOP : Maste Orn Sok making mask when he was alive
BOTTOM : His family making any kinds of masks at home. From right Mr. Orn
Sichan and his wife and Mr. Orn Sitha in the left.
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Fan for Buddhist Monk dignity, with long handle
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LEFT : Mr. Orn Sitha prepares his job
at home
BOTTOM : Any kinds of masks making
at home

Material for conserving worship thing and using in traditional ceremony
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Plastic Arts and Sculpture

Master Chan Sim making statue wood sculptsand show his drawing documents at his home
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Master Chan Sim with his statue

Pictures | 75

TOP : Master CHAN SIM giving a lecture on
conception of Khmer sculpture
LEFT : Master CHAN SIM show his correct
statues in the lecture time
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His apprentices sculpt on the wood piece

Pictures | 77

Khmer Script - Sastra

TOP : Honorable Duong Phang (Buddhist monk) creator of Khmer Script school in his
Buddhist temple
BOTTOM : Apprentices including monks write the script on the palm leafs
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TOP : Writing class on open air in the temple
BOTTOM : Apprentices monks write the script on the palm leaf
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LEFT : Buddhist texts write on palm leaf
call Satra
BOTTOM : Way of writing on the palm leaf
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RIGHT : The oldest monk also learn about
writing on the palm leaf
BOTTOM : The old men who are sitting near
to the honorable months, They are the
trainers to apprentices
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Traditional Telling Story
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THIS PAGE
TOP : The apprentice of Mater Pheak Chapeach
perform at his home town
BOTTOM : Other apprentice perform at same time
OPPOSITE PAGE
The old men who are sitting near to the honorable
months, They are the trainers to apprentices
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Annex 2 | Subdecree
On the Living Human Treasures
of the Kingdom of Cambodia

SUBDECREE
On the Living Human Treasures of the Kingdom of Cambodia

Pursuant to:
o The Constitution of the Kingdom of Cambodia;
o Royal Decree No. NS/RD/0908/1055, dated September 25, 2008 on the
Appointment of the Royal Government of Cambodia;
o Royal Kram No. 02/NS/94, dated July 20, 1994, promulgating the Law on the
Organization and Functioning of the Council of Ministers;
o Royal Kram No. NS/RK/0196/02, dated January 24, 1996, promulgating the
Law on the Establishment of the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts;
o Royal Kram No. NS/RK/0106/002, dated January 18, 2006, promulgating the
Law on the Ratification of the Convention on the Protection of Intangible
Cultural Heritage;
o Royal Kram No. NS/RK/0707/019, dated July 20, 2007, promulgating the
Law on the Ratification for the Kingdom of Cambodia to become a member of
the Convention of the United Nations on the Protection and Promotion of the
Diversity of Cultural Expressions;
o Subdecree No. 24 S.E., dated March 19, 2007, on the Organization and
Functioning of the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts;
o Approval from the Council of Ministers during the plenary session held;

Herby dicides:
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Chapter 1.
General Provisions

Article 1.
The said subdecree aims to determine the rules, conditions and
procedures for the implementation of the living human treasures system
program of intangible cultural heritage in the Kingdom of Cambodia;

Article 2.
The purposes of the said subdecree are to:
o Ensure the maintenance and safeguarding of Khmer cultural heritage
in the future;
o Discover living human treasures nationwide by establishing
mechanisms for the conservation of sustainable cultural heritage and
the development of knowledge;
o Establish a system for succession and transmission of knowledge on
intangible cultural heritage to future generations;
o Increase cooperation between the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts
and national and international organizations to ensure the
conservation of national cultural heritage, particularly intangible
cultural heritage that exists throughout the country;

Article 3.
The said subdecree shall apply to citizens, indigenous ethnic minorities
and ethnic groups living in the Kingdom of Cambodia;

Article 4.
The key terms used in the said subdecree shall have the following
definitions:
o Living human treasures refer to the individuals with knowledge of
technical skills at the highest level, necessary for the establishment of
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the careful selection of aspects of cultural life for people and the ongoing existence of national cultural heritage;
o Living human treasures system refers to the mechanism for the
establishment and management of living human treasures in
accordance with the legal provisions;

Chapter 2

Selection and Acknowledgment

Article 5.
Forms of selection
Living human treasures shall be selected from various forms of intangible
cultural heritage with the following conditions:
o
o
o

Possess outstanding value and be a token of talented genius in the
establishment and invention of the roots of social custom and culture;
Possess the characteristics illustrating the highest level of expertise of
intangible cultural heritage in the locality or community;
Be an identity that is important for citizens and national society;

Meanwhile, the above values shall be considered as a priority issues in
respect of a number of the following challenges:
o
o
o

Reduction of knowledgeable persons and being currently under the
negative influence of globalization;
Loss of importance of original aspects; and
Loss of cultural prestige;

Article 6.
Attributes of living human treasures
The selection of any individual or group as living human treasures shall
be carried out in view of the following criteria:
o
o

Possess skilled knowledge and the highest level of expertise in the
field of intangible cultural heritage;
Possess high degree of responsibility about (the importance of)
participating in the conservation of intangible cultural heritage;
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o
o

Possess a high (level of) professional ability and (a willingness to)
transmit knowledge to the next generation with honesty and dare to
make sacrifices for the sake of skill;
Possess a proper living moral sense;

Article 7.
Selection of living human treasures
The selection of living human treasures shall be carried out by an expert
commission established by the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts with the
General Department of Cultural Techniques as the Permanent Secretariat;

Article 8.
Acknowledgment of living human treasures
The acknowledgement of any individual or group as living human
treasures shall be determined by a subdecree at the request of the
Minister of Culture and Fine Arts with the organization of a public
ceremony of acknowledgment and dissemination;

Article 9.
The living human treasures to be selected and acknowledged shall not
focus on quantity but on quality as stipulated in articles 5 and 6 of the
said subdecree;

Chapter 3
Expert Commission

Article 10.
The expert commission has been established by a decision from the Royal
Government at the request of the Minister of Culture and Fine Arts with
the following composition:
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o Minister of Culture and Fine Arts: Chairman
o Representative of the Office of the Council of Ministers: ViceChairman
o Representative of the Ministry of Economy and Finance: ViceChairman
o Representative of the State Secretariat for Civil Service: Member
o Representative of the Royal Academy of Cambodia: Member
o Representative of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports:
Member
o Director-General of Cultural Techniques of the Ministry of Culture
and Fine Arts: Permanent Member
o A number of high-ranking expert officials of the Ministry of Culture
and Fine Arts: Members

Article 11.
The duties of the said commission are to:
o Examine and identify any form of intangible cultural art that is
endangered, leading to loss;
o Research, examine and evaluate the candidacy of living human
treasures with the attributes according to the conditions mentioned
in articles 5 and 6 of the said subdecree;
o Search for living human treasures via the media and provincial and
municipal departments of culture and fine arts in the Kingdom of
Cambodia;
o Monitor any activities as well as the morality of individuals or groups
that have been acknowledged as living human treasures;
o Prepare mechanisms for the transmission of knowledge and skills to
the next generation;
o Manage and use any means, materials, funds and identifying items
for living human treasures;
o Ensure the (safety of) archives of records that are the achievements of
living human treasures to be used for the sake of national society;
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Chapter 4
Mandate and Obligations

Article 12.
Mandate of living human treasures
The living human treasures have an indeterminate mandate. It depends
on the necessary factors of the maintenance and promotion of knowledge
value and individuals or groups specialized in any field of intangible
cultural heritage that is endangered leading to loss;

Article 13.Obligations of living human treasures
The living human treasures shall be obliged to cooperate with the
Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, as follows:
o Prepare the compilation of documents for teaching and dissemination
serving the interests of national society;
o Transmit their knowledge to younger generations via training
according to the demand of the expert commission;
o Disseminate their knowledge broadly to the general public through all
available means;
o Continue on-going safeguarding as well as develop knowledge on
technical skills they have been honored (with); and
o Receive other duties allocated by the expert commission and the
Royal Government;
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Chapter 5
Source of Financing and Remuneration

Article 14.
The financing of living human treasures is generated from the national
budget, Living human treasures may receive additional assistance from
national and international organizations, donations from charitable
persons and other legitimate income sources;

Article 15.
Living human treasures shall receive the following benefits and
remuneration:
o Receive national-level title from the King;
o Receive monthly remuneration from the Royal Government
equivalent to that of the rank of director-general;
o Receive financial assistance, materials and means serving research
study and training; and
o Receive items identifying them as living human treasures of the
Kingdom of Cambodia;

Chapter 6
Completion of Duties

Article 16.
The title and all these benefits of any individual or group that has been
acknowledged as a living human treasure may be revoked for the
following reasons:
o Failure to fulfill the obligations as mentioned in Article 13 of the said
subdecree;
o Inappropriate acts against professional morality or being convicted of
any act against the State's law;
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o In case of death in good reputation, the title shall be maintained but
various remunerations shall cease;

Chapter 7
Preservation of Intellectual Property

Article 17.
The intangible cultural heritage achievements of living human treasures
shall be the intellectual property that has been protected by the Law on
the Rights of Writers and similar rights of the Kingdom of Cambodia;

Chapter 8
Final Provisions

Article 18.
Any provisions that are contrary to the said subdecree shall be abrogated;

Article 19.
The Minister of the Office of the Council of Ministers; the Minister of
Culture and Fine Arts; the Minister of Economy and Finance; the ministers
and secretaries of state of all relevant ministries and institutions shall
abide by the said subdecree from the date of signature onwards.

Phnom Penh, __________, _____
Prime Minister
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CC | Ministry of the Royal Palace
General Secretariat of the Constitutional Council
General Secretariat of the Senate
General Secretariat of the National Assembly
General Secretariat of the Royal Government
Cabinet of Samdech Prime Ministers
Cabinet of His Excellency the Deputy Prime Minister
As stipulated in Article 20
Gazette
Records
Archives
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